
1. Strategize and plan your messsage

2. Include a clear “call to action”

3. Integrate branding

Flyer & 
Poster 
Design

5. Keep it simple

4. Design top down

7. Add the time of event & directions

9. Use templates

8. Think about viewing distance

Before you start designing, have a clear goal for your 
flyer/poster. Remember to keep your content brief and put 
emphasis on key words and important content.

Have a catchy headline! Your audience should be able to 
know what the flyer is about in a matter of seconds.

Prompt immediate responses and encourage someone to 
attend your meeting or activity. This is an opportunity to 
focus on the benefits of your event or activity.

Make sure you represent all the entities involved in your 
work by including logos and credits.

If you are creating several flyers or posters throughout a 
period of time, you would need to use a consistent design 
such as the same fonts and colors, logo placements, etc.

If you have the capacity, create a visual style guide that you 
and your group can follow. A visual style guide includes 
color palettes, typography details (font types, and sizes), 
layout specifics in terms of how elements are positioned on 
a page.  This helps keep graphics consistent and uniform 
across materials.
 
      Extra tip: Always look for inspiration!

Our eyes usually go to the top-left corner of a page first. 
Keep the most important element in the design- say your 
headline- on the top left. The eyes then move horizontally 
across the page and then downwards. Keep in mind that the 
upper fold of your page will alwyas be he longest viewed 
section, and the left half of your page is the dominant part. 

Also, since most people scan information instead of actually 
reading, put emphasis on the most important sections of 
your flyer/poster.  

The less information your design has, the better! Stick to 
the essentials. Simple designs are always easier to process.

Also, make sure to create high-contrast visuals by using 
highly contrastig colors to make it more accessible to 
people with visual disabilities.  

Always use high quality images. Do not distort your 
images. Choose a legible font. Use 2 or 3 font styles.  

When designing a poster, make sure the font size 
you use is legible from a distance. Step away from 
the design and test it.  

Search for existing online 
templates that you can tweak 
and make your own. 

10 Tips to better design your flyers and posters to generate more engagement.

Check out  the 
“Free Online Design Tools” card on 

our website

6. Use high quality images & 
legible fonts

10. Repurpose
Once you have a design you are 
proud of - use it again! While flyers 
are usually printed, perhaps you can 
repurpose it for a social media post 
or in other ways. Work cleverly!


